AHS CONNECT CARE PHYSICIAN DOWNTIME WORKFLOW
Down%me Starts

Open PRDSRO
from
MyApps/Citrix

YES

ACCESSING THE
CHART

Documenta%on/Ord
ering

Is the internet
available?

Locate the down%me toolkit
- located in all clinical prac%ce
areas
- paper forms
OR
- Down%me computer – BCA PC in
the ‘down%me folder’

NO
If PRDSRO not
available – open BCA
WEB icon
- provides view only
pa%ent chart access
along with updated
Adm/DC/Transfer
informa%on

Locate a
DOWNTIME
worksta%on
- chart digest only
can be accessed via
BCA PC for pts
within the vicinity

Escrip.on
- for non-essen%al documenta%on
use provincial dicta%on system
- ensure to include pMRN, CSN,
pa%ent name, DOB
Note – for CSN use 9999999999

ORDERS /NOTES
- whenever possible 
postpone any rou%ne orders or Note
documenta%on un%l aSer down%me

Down%me Ends

Chart Reconcilia%on

Documenta%on/Or
ders

Order sets
- narra%ve versions available on
the BCA computer down%me
folder
Blood/Deriva.ves orders
- orders requested prior to
Down/me will s/ll be acted on
- Urgent Orders: phone call to
Transfusion Medicine required
for urgent requests

Paper documenta.on
- available in the BCA ﬁle
on the down%me
computers for prin%ng
- down%me paper forms

ASer down%me DOCUMENTATION will
be validated and uploaded/scanned into
Connect Care by Support Staﬀ
- Nursing staff is responsible for
reconciling any ORDERS (with the
exception of Oncology Treatment
Plans) entered during a downtime.

Reconcile Admission,
Discharge or Visit
Diagnoses that may have
been missed during a
downtime directly into
Connect Care
- DMO will be available once
Connect Care up and running

InBasket MSGs
Scanned or dictated downtime
documentation may not satisfy chartcompletion checks
- Physicians receiving In-Basket messages
about missing chart elements follow the link
to the missing chart element and simply
enter “.DOWNTIME” (SmartPhrase). This
will complete the chart element, indicating
that the content is available elsewhere in the
chart. The chart element (e.g. discharge
summary) can then be signed to satisfy the
chart completion requirement.

Physicians should consider reviewing and
validating downtime order reconciliation
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Business Continuity Access (BCA) Report: Emergency access provided by Connect Care to
allow AHS staff to do batch printing of key Connect Care reports without direct access to patient
information during a server downtime. These reports contain patient information needed during a
downtime.
BCA PC: If network access is not available, the BCA PC can be used to access Connect Care’s
BCA standalone application. This will be available on a designated downtime workstation that will
be marked with a red sticker or label. There will be a BCA printer connected to this workstation.
BCA Web: If the Connect Care and shadow servers are both unavailable or the connection to the
data center is lost, users will be able to access downtime reports via the BCA WEB icons on your
desktop. This requires browser access and network connection.
BCA Web Data Entry: (BCA WDE) Allows select groups to document patient movements i.e.
admissions, discharges and transfers (ADT) and inpatient notes. Reduces downtime, improves
quality of census and keeps census up to date.
Supports Read Only: (SRO) Non network downtime when the production environment in
unavailable, users will be directed to the SRO version of Connect Care. Will be able to view the
chart but will be unable to make entries into the system. Downtime charting will still be required.

